
Fish Pie 

 

Serves 2 

300-400g Raw Diced Fish Mix, I recommend 

Hake, Salmon and Prawns, but any mix of raw 

fish will work 

Handful of Diced Carrot, Onion, Celery & Leek 

Handful of Spinach 

Handful of Frozen Peas 

Chicken Stock 

Cream 

1tsp flour 

1tsp of butter 

Boiled Egg 

Cheddar Cheese  

Mashed Potato for the top 

 

You will also need the store cupboard items: 

Oil, Salt, Pepper 

 

 

The Sauce: 

Over a medium heat, gently fry the carrots, 

onions, leek and celery until soft. Remove and 

set aside. 

In the same pan, melt the butter in a pan, add 

in the flour, and mix well with a whisk 

Slowly add in the stock until a nice creamy and 

slightly thick sauce is achieved. Just make it a 

touch thicker than you want it 

Add in some cream or milk for some colour 

and richness but it’s not necessary if you don’t 

want to. 

Add in the vegetables, spinach, and peas, add 

some garlic here too if you like. 

Lay your raw diced fish into a baking dish. I 

wouldn’t use cooked prawns in this as they 

will overcook, if you can’t get raw ones I 

would leave them out. 

Mix the sauce in with the fish. If you want it a 

little drier add less but there should be 

enough sauce for a nice balance. 

Top the mix with some diced boiled egg, and a 

scattering of strong cheddar. This adds texture 

and flavour. 

Finally, top the pie with some mashed potato, 

about 400g will cover this pie, but be as 

generous with the mash as you like. I added 

an egg yolk to my mash to just add colour but 

that’s not necessary. 

Just remember a deep dish or pot is best as 

the sauce and mash will bubble and puff up so 

a shallow dish will end up bubbling over. 

To Finish: 

Cook the pie in the oven at 170 fan for approx. 

20 minutes, this will gently poach the fish in 

the sauce. 

Serve with some garden salad or I like to serve 

some roasted tender-stem broccoli topped 

with Parmesan 

To Plate: 

Scoop into bowls or serve from the dish  


